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Abstract
We introduce a machine learning based classifier that identifies free radio channels for cognitive radio. The architecture is designed for nanoscale implementation, under nanoscale implementation constraints; we do not describe all physical details but believe future physical implementation to be feasible. The system uses analog computation and consists of cyclostationary feature extraction
and a radial basis function network for classification. We describe a model
for nanoscale faults in the system, and simulate experimental performance and
fault tolerance in recognizing WLAN signals, under different levels of noise and
computational errors. The system performs well under expected non-ideal manufacturing and operating conditions.
Keywords: radial basis function network, nanotechnology, cognitive radio,
fault tolerance, nanoelectronics

1. Introduction
We discuss hardware implementation of machine learning in a new, challenging hardware platform: nanotechnology-based computing devices or nanocomputing. We give a partially abstract implementation of a device and analyze its
pattern recognition performance and tolerance to physical errors.
The goal of nanocomputing is to be able to build devices with high computational speed, low power requirements and small device size. Nanocomputing
research is at a stage of rapid development at the component level, with ongoing
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attempts to bridge the gap to architecture level. Existing information on ways
to combine possible hardware components is limited: actual physical implementation is mostly at the level of elementary components, and complicated device
architectures are largely theoretical. The challenge in making complicated architectures is that components are stochastic and manufacturing is prone to
errors. Proposed computation devices must work successfully with noise and
error-prone computation.
We suggest that machine learning based computation can satisfy the requirements of noise and error tolerance. We give a machine learning based hardware
solution for a specific, special-purpose nanocomputing device. Physical research
into computing elements is still ongoing, so our solution is at a partially abstract
level, but it is detailed enough to evaluate its potential and guide physical research.
We propose a machine learning-based nanocomputing solution to a widely
researched wireless communication application: cognitive radio [19], meaning a
radio that adjusts its behavior based on sensing its radio environment, so that
many radios can efficiently share limited radio spectrum resources. We address a
crucial subtask of cognitive radio: identifying at each moment the best available
frequencies (radio channels) for wireless communication. This spectrum sensing
application is ideal for nanotechnology implementation because intensive computation is needed: without nanocomputing it might be infeasible to implement
sensing and analysis for cognitive radio in a single device, and complicated distributed processing schemes would be needed. Moreover, machine learning is
a suitable approach for this cognitive radio task: identifying free frequencies is
essentially a pattern recognition problem. To our knowledge our paper is the
first with results on a nanoscale implementation proposal for cognitive radio.
This paper extends our conference paper [33]; the main changes in this journal version are an improved architecture, a more detailed error model, a slightly
more realistic test setup, more extensive analyses of error tolerance, and more
method comparisons.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 1.1 outlines our contributions, Section 2 provides background information on nanotechnology, cognitive radio, and fault tolerance in selected machine learning algorithms. Section
3 describes the machine learning based cognitive radio system; Section 4 then
describes the model used to simulate physical faults occurring in the system
and describes how to optimize the system to tolerate the faults. In Section 5
the good performance of the system is experimentally demonstrated. Section 6
concludes the paper.
1.1. Contributions of this paper
There are a large number of challenges for designing a nanoscale implementation for a cognitive radio device. Interfacing nanotechnology and nonnanotechnology parts should be kept at a minimum. The amount of external
power brought into the nanoscale device (and the number of places where external power is used) should also be kept at a minimum. Moreover, the number
of components and connections should be kept at a minimum in order to design
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a device that can feasibly be created in the near future. There are also many
challenges in the physical details of how to realize nanocomponents. In this
paper we discuss the details of physical component implementations only to a
small extent because the current level of physical research has not solved the
detail questions yet; instead we give answers to design level challenges discussed
above.
To design a nanoscale system such that it will be possible to implement the
system in the near future, we focus on relatively simple machine learning models,
here radial basis function networks. Our focus is on how well such systems will
perform in nanoscale with specific faults caused by nanoscale technology.
Our focus is on passive analog nanocomponent circuits, which is a different
setting than the previously studied hardware implementations of machine learning methods. There are significant differences between a traditional hardware
(analog) implementation and an implementation with nanoscale components.
In nanoscale thermal noise becomes pronounced, inefficiencies in manufacturing
methods cause broken wires more frequently, and new fault types such as displaced wires (see Section 4 for details) can occur. Additionally, in nanoscale,
digital implementations may be more difficult to realize than in traditional hardware designs.
Our application is on nanoscale spectrum sensing, a direction which has been
made promising by recent research on new kinds of nanoscale sensors. It is especially promising to combine nanoscale spectrum sensing with passive nanoscale
analog circuits: a nanoscale passive design driven by the power in the incoming
signals could be very competitive, as one would not need to bring power to every
node separately. The differences between traditional and nanoscale implementations, advantages of analog nanoscale implementations, and recent research
on passive analog nanoscale sensors will be discussed in the nanotechnology
background Section 2.1.
Our focus is not on the physical implementation of the individual nanoscale
components of our system. Although we do not present new nanocomponents
for our device design, there is research on nanocomponents, which are similar to
the ones our device design requires. In Section 3.5 we discuss this background
work and its relationship to the proposed system.
From the cognitive radio perspective, this paper is a small but significant step
towards realizing nanotechnology based hardware to do sensing and analysis of
radio environment over a GHz range bandwidth in an energy efficient way on a
single handheld device, like a mobile phone. Cognitive radio implemented with
conventional electronics could easily drain too much power for a single handheld
device. Nanotechnology has been proposed [19] as a potential field that could
help realize machine learning algorithms for cognitive radio. However, to our
knowledge this is the first paper to take concrete steps towards that direction.
One of our particular interests is the fault tolerance of our cognitive radio nanodevice. Our solution is based on machine learning algorithms which
themselves can be error and fault tolerant. We do not give a detailed physical
implementation of our solution, but instead give an abstract level implementation and analyze its performance with respect to input noise and computation
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errors. However, the error model is based on the assumed nanoscale implementation. Compared to previous analyses of fault tolerance in machine learning,
our novelties are our focus on nanocomputing errors, our feature extraction and
classification architecture, and our cognitive radio application. Experiments in
Section 5 show that our analog, machine learning based approach yields good
tolerance to physical errors.
We stress that our novelty is not the basic use of a machine learning solution for cognitive radio, but the use of a machine learning based solution with a
nanoscale architecture and analysis of its performance; this is a previously unexplored direction that could provide crucial benefits in power efficiency. Our
current paper sets the design level framework based on which physical research
can be carried out in the future.
2. Background
In this section we briefly describe three central topics of our paper: nanotechnology, cognitive radio, and fault tolerance in selected machine learning
algorithms.
2.1. Nanotechnology
Nanotechnology tools allow manipulation of matter at the scale of 1 to 100
nm, yielding materials like graphene [18] for fast electronics and technologies
like piezoresponse force microscopy for measuring nano-scale structures [45].
Nanocomputing is a major attraction of nanotechnology since small scale electronic components have many advantages: large numbers of components can
be packed on a small device, components can operate faster due to smaller
inter-component distances, and less power is needed at smaller scales. Current
state of the art is largely at the level of manufacturing and analyzing individual
components like nanowires; simple structures like a small group of connected
transistors or a crossing mesh of nanowires [23] have been realized, but larger
architectures are at the level of theoretical proposals or at best abstract simulations, like [25]. There is much uncertainty about how useful different nanocomputing approaches will be and how soon their potential is realized; for the near
future, manufacturing difficulties will severely constrain feasibility and performance of most approaches. The ease of manufacturing the devices and the ease
of programming them must both be considered in device design.
As described in a recent review [32], nanotechnology enables new kinds of
components, such as carbon based field effect transistors (FETs), spintronic
FETs, molecular FETs, or magnetic logic elements, which are not part of traditional hardware designs. Such new components could make new computational
principles and architectures competitive. In nanocomputing the fundamental
computing approach can differ from traditional CMOS (complementary metal
oxide silicon) based Boolean logic and transistors. Although that approach is
most familiar to current chipmakers, it may not be the most efficient way to
assemble complicated computing from novel nanoscale components that have
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special characteristics such as nanoscale faults. In this paper the solution is not
based on Boolean logic but instead on analog computing.
For nanoscale spectrum sensing it could be too challenging, inefficient, and
too energy consuming to convert analog signals from every nanosensor into a
digital one [32]. A more efficient solution could be to integrate analog processing
with the sensors to compress the information for potential transfer to digital
world. In an analog implementation a single nanocomponent can be utilized to
produce functionality that in a digital design would require several components,
like in the case of a carbon nanotube based transistor radio [22]. Advancements
in nanotechnology create possibilities for harvesting energy for sensors [47]: we
expect that in the future, a passive design, driven by the power in incoming
signals, can be implemented using nanocomponents.
Nanoscale faults can occur in nanocomputing devices due to causes like
stochasticity in physical component placement or thermal noise affecting electric potentials in nanowires. To combat nanoscale faults, we suggest that the
first complicated nanodevices should not be general purpose computers, rather,
they should implement specific algorithms for real-life applications: specific devices are easier to make because critical parts of the computation can be better
identified and taken into account in the device design.
2.2. Cognitive radio
Increasing wireless communications require new solutions to allow a maximal
number of users on the same set of radio channels and avoid “congestion”. In
current communication types such as Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN),
there are naturally occurring communication pauses on each channel due to
communication protocols and user behavior; therefore, congestion could be reduced if each communicating device could exploit such pauses by analyzing at
each moment its radio environment and finding a suitable free channel. Such
intelligent communication is called cognitive radio [28, 19, 1].
In this paper we consider a crucial subtask of operating a cognitive radio:
detecting which radio channels have signal activity. This detection task is at
simplest a classification problem: feature extraction is applied to a time series
of incoming radio signal, and each channel is classified “occupied” if a signal
is present and “free” otherwise. Prior work on applying machine learning to
signal detection includes neural networks for classifying signals and signal types
[15, 3]. Support vector machines have also been used to classify signals [16, 4].
The cyclostationary input features used in [15, 4] will be discussed in Section
3.1.
Doing analysis and classification for a wide range of channels needs intensive
computation: cognitive radio implemented with conventional electronics could
easily drain too much power for a single handheld device. One solution could
be dividing computation among many devices. We study another approach:
performing the classification with nanocomputing, which could operate with
less power than conventional electronics and could allow integration of cognitive
radio into a single handheld device.
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2.3. Fault tolerance
Implementation of neural networks with conventional hardware and the fault
tolerance of such implementations have been widely studied. Fault types studied
previously include so-called stuck-at faults where neuron output or weights are
fixed at a certain level (see e.g. [40, 11, 39]), multi-node stuck-at faults [49, 26],
and noise on a neural network’s parameters [29, 30, 14].
One of the earlier observations has been that neural networks are not inherently fault tolerant, but can be adjusted to tolerate faults [40, 39, 5]. In
[39] injecting stuck-at faults into a neural network during training improved
tolerance against both trained faults and faults the network was not trained for.
Similarly, in [29] injecting synaptic noise into a neural network during training
improved generalization and fault tolerance. In [34] it is shown that if there
is enough redundancy in the network, then fault tolerance can contribute to
generalization ability and vice versa.
Basic approaches for mitigating the effects of faults are the addition of redundant hidden nodes to a network [49, 35, 44, 13] and restricting parameter
diversity; in [9] the weights in a neural network layer, influenced by stuck-atfaults, are redistributed as close to the average absolute value as possible.
Fault tolerance of radial basis function (RBF) networks has been analyzed
statistically [26] and methods to identify critical parts of the network have been
presented [14, 13]. In [26] Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to measure the
difference between a desired output function and the output of a faulty RBF
network with multi-node stuck-at faults, which turns out to correspond to a
standard objective function plus a regularization term. In [42] it is shown that
when injecting multi-node stuck-at faults during training, the objective function
is identical to the one proposed in [26]. It has been proven in [21] that pure
injection of weight noise does not improve the fault tolerance of a RBF network.
In [13] a method to identify critical parts of a radial basis function network
is presented, which allows pruning of neurons with low performance impact and
targeted adding of neurons to increase fault tolerance. In [14] it is shown that
physical limits of implemented radial basis function networks allow upper bound
to be derived for output errors even when inputs and parameters are noisy.
Our proposed nanoscale system needs tolerance against noise and against
broken or displaced elements. Our system includes a radial basis function network; analyzing its fault tolerance requires extension for a new kind of nanoscale
fault. We describe our system in Section 3 and our error model in Section 4.
3. Proposed system
In this section we describe, at a partially abstract level, a machine learning
system suitable for nanotechnology implementation, which performs channel
detection for cognitive radio: it classifies each radio channel as “free” or “occupied”. We first describe the system as it would optimally operate; in Section 4
we then describe a model for faults occurring during manufacturing and operation, and how to train the system to tolerate the faults. Parameter values, fault
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probabilities etc. are based on our best knowledge, to be confirmed in further
work.
We use cyclostationary [17] properties of radio signals to identify whether
each channel is occupied. For each radio channel, the system consists of two
main parts. The incoming radio signal is given to a cyclostationary feature
extraction system. The extracted cyclostationary features are then used for
classifying the status of the radio channel by a classical radial basis function
network (RBF network). Compared to other approaches that use cyclostationary features as input to a machine learning classifier [15, 24, 4] our approach
differs in the classification method and in the exact input features as explained
in Section 3.1. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the system.
x(t )
radio
signal

cyclo−
stationary
feature
extraction

α
{Cx }α
alpha
profile

RBF
classifier

y(t )
classification
(is the channel
free?)

Repeat for each channel

Figure 1: Schematic of our cognitive radio system. For each radio channel, cyclostationary
feature extraction is applied to the radio signal, yielding an α-profile (feature vector); this is
given to a radial basis function network that classifies the current state of the channel (free
or occupied).

We use analog computation throughout the system: digital computation
would require nanotechnology solutions for digital number representation, addition, multiplication etc. which would lead to high architectural complexity.
Our general architecture applies to any cyclostationary signals, whereas an
architecture specific to a signal type may need redesign for each type. We choose
the parameters to detect signals in WLAN (IEEE 802.11a) channels, but the
device is also able to detect other cyclostationary signals present in the channels.
We next describe the cyclostationary feature extraction system in Section
3.1 and the radial basis function network in Section 3.3.
3.1. Cyclostationary feature extraction
We use cyclostationary [17] signal analysis to perform feature extraction;
cyclostationarity of radio signals is widely used in cognitive radio research [1].
Briefly, a signal is wide-sense cyclostationary if its time-varying autocorrelation
Rx (t, τ ) is periodic with respect to time t, for all lags τ . WLAN 802.11a signals
and other Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signals [43]
have cyclostationary components.
Signals with cyclostationary properties can be characterized by spectral correlations; our feature extraction system extracts such spectral correlations, and
then summarizes them with a smaller set of features. We describe the method
below, then discuss its potential nanoscale implementation in Section 3.2.
Our feature extraction system extracts the spectral correlations based on
the averaged cyclic periodogram method [7]. Spectral correlations Sxα (f ) are
correlations over time between two frequency components centered at f and
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separated by cyclic frequency α. We estimate them by summation over T time
lags as follows:
Sxα (f ) =

T −1
α ∗
1 X (k) 
α  (k) 
f−
X
f+
X
T
2
2

(1)

k=0

where the X (k) (f ) are delayed versions of the instantaneous Fourier components
of the signal, with delay given by k. In our simulations we estimate them by
Fourier transform of Hanning windowed signals, where the windowing corresponds to the delays (see [7]), but in actual nanoscale implementation we would
instead use special sensors as discussed later in Section 3.2.
Instead of using the large set of spectral correlations directly as features, it
is useful to summarize them by a smaller set of features. In [4] a projection of
the spectral correlations
Cxα = max |Sxα (f )|
(2)
f

is introduced, which we use directly as summary input features to the classifier,
although it is usual to normalize features of this kind [15, 24, 4]. Leaving out
normalization improves tolerance to nanoscale faults and robustness to noise.
This design choice is discussed in more detail in experiments Section 5.2. Simulation results in Section 5.2 show that it is beneficial to use the proposed feature extraction method in (2) compared to normalized versions in the literature
[15, 4].
3.2. Implementation of the feature extraction
We propose the following partially abstract implementation for the cyclostationary feature extraction system. The radio signal x(t) is received at a
nanoscale sensor bank having two kinds of frequency sensors. The bank contains sensors in the frequency range 5-6 GHz, divided into 20MHz intervals corresponding to the interval of IEEE WLAN 802.11a channels; over each 20MHz
channel there are sensors for F = 240 different frequencies spaced ∆f = 83.3kHz
apart. (We chose F manually to minimize system complexity while retaining
performance.) One type of frequency sensor detects magnitude (square root
of power) of the signal at each frequency and outputs a voltage corresponding
to the magnitude, the other type of sensor detects the phase of the signal and
outputs a voltage corresponding to the phase. For each frequency, T = 248
sensors are used: their responses are delayed by different lags, which will allow
approximate computation of spectral correlations around each frequency. Fig.
2 illustrates the setup.
Absolute spectral correlations |Sxα (f )| are next computed by the subsystem
in Fig. 3 (left). The set of absolute spectral correlations that we compute is
limited by the finite size of the frequency sensor bank, in a slightly complicated
fashion. Overall, we compute absolute spectral correlations for 2F − 3 values of
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Repeat for each

f

Figure 2: Frequency-sensitive sensor banks. The PZ −k (f ) sensors measure (square root of)
signal power at frequency f , with a time delay of length k in their response. The θZ −k (f )
sensors measure the corresponding signal phase.

f and A = F − 1 = 239 values of α, where F is the number of frequencies in
the sensor bank.1
Lastly the α-profile values Cxα are computed by taking the maximum over
frequencies as in (2). Fig. 3 (right) shows the setup.
f 1 = f −α/2

f 2 = f + α/2

PZ−0( f1)

PZ−0( f2)

*

θZ−0( f1)
..
.

cos

PZ−(T−1)( f1)

PZ−(T−1)( f2)

*

θZ−(T−1)( f1)

cos

Σ
...

θZ−0( f2)
..
.
θZ−(T−1)( f2)

SR( f ,α)
SI ( f ,α)

α
α
| Sx( f1) | ... | Sx( f F )|

norm

max
α

| S x( f )|
Repeat for each f , α

α

Cx

Repeat for each α

Figure 3: Left: Computation of absolute spectral correlations |Sxα (f )|. The asterisk denotes
multiplication, ‘cos’ denotes the cosine cos(θ1 − θ2 ) of the phase difference, Σ denotes summation, and ‘norm’ denotes Euclidean vector norm. Computation of SI (f, α) is omitted for
brevity: it is the same as SR (f, α) except cosines are replaced by sines. Right: Computation
of α-profile values Cxα . For each α value the ‘max’ node computes the final α-profile value as
the maximum over different frequencies.

For actual analog implementation it is crucial that the computation only
involves real (not complex) numbers. Note that the absolute spectral correlations are absolute values of (1), which involves complex Fourier coefficients.
However, we do not need the actual complex coeffients to compute the absolute
spectral correlations; the outputs of the magnitude and phase sensors suffice.
The computation in Fig. 3 (left) uses only real numbers. It is easy to show that
the result corresponds to absolute value of (1): simple algebraic manipulation
1 Brief explanation: to compute S α (f ) by (1), the sensor bank must have sensors for the
x
frequencies f − α/2 and f + α/2, but f itself can be inbetween two sensors; this yields 2F − 3
possible values of f . If the sensor frequencies are equally spaced with intervals ∆f , then α
can take values ∆f, 2∆f, . . . , (F − 1)∆f , which yields A = F − 1 possible values for α.
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of (1) yields Sxα (f ) = SR (f, α) + jSI (f, α) where j is the imaginary unit,
SR (f, α) =

T −1
1 X
PZ −k (f1 , f2 ) cos(θZ −k (f1 ) − θZ −k (f2 )) ,
T
k=0

SI (f, α) =

1
T

T
−1
X

PZ −k (f1 , f2 ) sin(θZ −k (f1 ) − θZ −k (f2 )) ,

k=0

and we denote PZ −k (f1 , f2 ) = PZ −k (f1 )PZ −k (f2 ), f1 = f + α2 , and f2 = f − α2 .
These are real-valued computations. Therefore the absolute spectral correlation
is |Sxα (f )| = (SR (α, f )2 + SI (α, f )2 )1/2 , which corresponds to the system in Fig.
3 (left).
Fig. 4 shows examples of α-profiles calculated with this method.

x

Cαx

0.4

Cα

3.5

0

0

1

0

α/F

1
α/F

s

s

Figure 4: Example feature vectors extracted from a WLAN 802.11a signal. Fs is the width
of the channel (20MHz). Left: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 0dB, right: SNR −20dB. Strong
signals yield spikes at the cyclic frequencies.

3.3. Classification
For each radio channel, we use a radial basis function (RBF) network to
classify the channel state at each moment (free or occupied). RBF networks
have been used in communication systems, for tasks such as equalization [6]
and signal enhancement [27].
Multilayer perceptrons [15] have been used for this kind of classification task.
The reason we use a RBF network instead of a multilayer perceptron is that
we feel that the technology of using Gaussian kernels could in future research
be adapted to more tasks than RBF networks only; therefore we believe that
research in RBF networks can be a useful stepping stone in nanotechnology devices. Moreover, the wiring of a RBF network is simpler compared to multilayer
perceptrons [46].
Support vector machines [4] have also been used for this kind of classification task. Our main motivation for using a RBF network instead of a support
vector machine is to keep the system simple, to make it feasible to implement
the system in nanoscale in the future as discussed in Section 3.4. Furthermore,
substantial previous research [13, 14, 26, 42] exists that shows that RBF networks can be made fault tolerant, which is a requirement for nanoscale devices.
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In contrast, research on the fault tolerance of support vector machines is at a
very early stage. In the fault free case, we have tested (as described in Section
5.2) that our RBF network model achieves similar performance as a support
vector machine classifier.
Our RBF network consists of an input layer, a hidden layer and an output
layer. We use the α-profile values Cx = [Cxα1 , . . . , CxαA ] as the inputs, which
yields AP= 239 input units. We use a single output y, which is computed
as y = ni=1 wi φi (kCx − ci k), where n is the number of hidden units, wi are
weights, ci are centroids, and φi is here a Gaussian nonlinearity φi (||Cx −ci ||) =
exp(−||Cx − ci ||2 /2σi2 ) with width σi . Roughly speaking, the number of hidden
units n should match how many kinds of α-profiles we expect to encounter;
we use n = 30 which worked well in the experiments. Finally, the output y
is received outside the nanoscale system, and the channel is classified free if
y < threshold and occupied otherwise. Fig. 5 shows the setup.
We perform the thresholding outside the nanoscale system; it is a simple operation which is easy and efficient to do outside nanoscale. An alternative could
be to include a bias term in the computation of the RBF output, but without
redundancy such a nanoscale bias term would be vulnerable to faults caused by
broken wires, and could reduce the fault tolerance of the RBF network.
α

Cx 1

φ1

α
Cx 2

φ2

α
Cx A

φn

..
.

..
.

w1
w2

Σ

y

wn

classification:
channel is
free if
y<threshold

Repeat for each channel
Figure 5: A RBF network with A inputs Cxαi , n hidden units φi , n weights wi , and output y.

3.4. Properties of the proposed system
Our system implements both feature extraction and classification in nanoscale;
the advantage is that only the final scalar-valued RBF network output needs to
be communicated to non-nanoscale parts of the handheld device. If, for example, only feature extraction was done in nanoscale, much more communication
to non-nanoscale parts would be required.
After our nanoscale system has received the output voltage from the sensors,
the system does not require external power to amplify the signal at any point.
The voltage will decrease as computation proceeds through the system; we will
take this into account in our model for nanoscale computation errors.
RBF networks can be trained to input data, but implementing training in
the nanocomputing device would make implementation much more complex.
As a first step we propose that RBF network parameters should be optimized
by simulations and the optimized parameters should be used as fixed values in
the actual implementation. In Section 4.1 we describe how to take nanoscale
computation errors into account in the RBF network optimization.
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3.5. Nanocomponents
In this subsection we discuss the elementary nanocomponents that would be
needed to realize our architectural design.
Besides simple summation, our proposed system needs five computation
nodes: multiplication,
computing cos(θ1 − θ2 ) from inputs θ1 and θ2 , comp
puting norm x21 + x22 of two inputs, computing the maximum of inputs, and
computing the Gaussian radial basis function.
All five nodes are simple functions; we expect it will be possible to physically
realize them reasonably accurately in nanocomputation. At the current stage of
physical research many of these components do not have existing nanoscale implementations yet; however, there is ongoing research into similar components,
some of which we discuss below.
The input to our system comes from nanoscale spectrum sensors. Such
sensors could be fabricated with nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS), taking
advantage of the mechanical properties of nanostructures, such as single carbon
nanotubes [38] or ultrathin films of them [8]. There are several advantages
in NEMS compared to microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), as reviewed
in [31]: Compared to MEMS, the dimensions of the movable parts in NEMS
are much smaller resulting in greatly reduced controlling voltages (up to 50 V
for MEMS versus a couple of volts for NEMS). This makes them much more
compatible with the battery voltages of handheld devices. Another advantage
for radio applications is the mechanical resonance frequency range of NEMS
structures, which lies in the radio-frequency domain (100 MHz - 10 GHz) due
to their low masses and high Young’s moduli.
There are several options for the implementation of summation: for example,
if values represent the amount of current, simple joining of nanowires will cause
summation of the current.
In case the available implementations of frequency sensors do not provide
the required delays, the needed delays and summation in spectral correlation
calculation could also be implemented together using a nanoscale integrator [48].
Then the number of required frequency sensors would also decrease significantly
compared to frequency sensors having delay and no special delay components
would be needed. The non-linearity of simple integrators may change the computed features, but because the RBF network is trained from feature data and
can adapt to changes, the differences in the features may not affect the classification results severely.
Some nanocomponent implementations could be based on existing designs
for traditional analog hardware, such as existing research on implementing radial
basis functions [46] and maximum operators [36].
We stress that there are many open questions in the detailed implementation
of our required nanocomponents. (Note that this is not unique to our design
approach: there are currently no available nanocomputation implementations
for tasks of this complexity regardless of the design approach!) However, the
existence of related research gives confidence that it will be possible to realize
our system with future advances in physical research. Furthermore, we note
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that there is pressing need for low energy consumption spectrum analysis in
portable devices; thus, to answer this need, we believe it will be fruitful to pursue
physical research for solving the remaining open questions and implementing our
proposed architecture.
We next describe our model for computation errors occurring in our system.
4. Modeling Computation Errors
To simulate our system’s performance under realistic computation errors, we
model four fault types: thermal noise in feature extraction, structural faults in
feature extraction, thermal noise in the RBF networks, and structural faults in
the RBF networks. We describe a physically reasonable expected level for the
fault types; this level is relatively uncertain due to missing physical experiments.
In Section 5 we simulate the system at this expected level and with alternate
levels for each fault type.
Thermal noise perturbs the voltages inside the cognitive radio system; therefore the numbers that the voltages represent are affected by thermal noise. Thermal noise is proportional to temperature. A cognitive radio system implemented
in a mobile device should operate at room temperature. This could yield thermal noise of the order of 0.3mV; its effect on computation depends locally on
the relative scales of thermal noise and signal voltage.
We expect the input signal at the sensor banks to have voltage up to a few
tens of millivolts (mV). Without bringing power to the system for signal amplification, every operation on the signal decreases the voltage scale of the output.
We assume sum operations are done with little loss, and each multiplication and
other complicated operation reduces the voltage scale by roughly 25%. After the
sensor banks the signal flows through the feature extraction circuit; this yields
voltages up to about 22.5mV at the cosine nodes, 16.9mV at the multiplication
nodes and at the components of spectral correlation, 12.7mV at the absolute
spectral correlations and 9.5mV at the feature extraction output (RBF network
input); the output of RBF network hidden units is up to about 5.3mV, and the
final output is up to about 4mV.
In our system, signal voltages correspond to numbers with absolute values
roughly between 0 and 1. We can thus simulate thermal noise by adding to
the numbers Gaussian noise with standard deviation (SD) equal to VN /VS ; VN
and VS are voltage scales of the thermal noise and the signal. Gaussian noise
approximates analog thermal noise well; see [37].
In the feature extraction circuit we add Gaussian noise with SD 0.03 to the
magnitudes and phases of the frequency sensors. This noise consists of two
components, SD 0.01 due to the thermal noise and 0.02 due to imperfections
in the frequency sensors. Proceeding through the feature extraction circuit,
noise is added with SD 0.013 to outputs of the cosine nodes; with SD 0.018
to outputs of the multiplication nodes; with the same SD to the outputs of
the sum nodes; with SD 0.024 to the spectral correlation normalization; and
with SD 0.032 to the outputs Cxα of the maximum operation. Next the signal
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proceeds through the RBF network, where we add noise to centroids with SD
0.032, to squared widths σi2 with SD 0.042 (as log-normal multiplicative noise,
to keep σi2 positive); and to hidden unit outputs and wire weights with SD
0.056. The crucial point about this error model is that the standard deviations
of errors increase towards the end of the circuit as the signal voltage decreases.
Structural faults depend on physical implementations and manufacturing
methods. We model broken wires, i.e. stuck-at-zero faults, in the feature extraction and in the RBF network; a wire (arrow in Figs. 3 and 5) is broken
with probability 0.01. In the RBF network we also model displaced wires going
to wrong hidden units, which to our knowledge is novel ; a wire (arrow in Fig.
5) goes to the wrong neighboring unit with probability 0.001.
In the current paper we model displaced wires only in the RBF network;
modeling of possible displacements in the feature extraction circuit is left for
future work, since they depend on the precise layout of the implemented circuit
which requires further physical research.
4.1. Optimizing fault-tolerant parameters for the device
To train the RBF network, we use N time series as training data. For
each time series, we extract the input features: α-values Cxα1 , . . . , CxαA for the
frequency band of the RBF network. For each series the desired output is y = 1
if the series really contained a signal and y = −1 otherwise. We then train
the centers, widths and weights of the RBF network by on-line gradient descent
with the usual squared error cost function. We reparameterize squared widths
by σi2 = exp(σi′2 ) to keep them positive.
As a technical note, the RBF network parameters are initialized by kmeans++ clustering [2] (k-means++ has better convergence results than standard k-means) followed by expectation-maximization training of a Gaussian
mixture model with separate components for each class. The RBF weights are
initialized proportional to the component probabilities, where the sign of each
weight is determined by the class of the component. For each RBF the width is
initialized to the variance of the corresponding mixture component (the Gaussian component covariance matrix is diagonal with uniform diagonal entries)
and the center to the mean of the corresponding mixture component.
To make the RBF network fault tolerant, we inject structural and noise
faults during training. For each training sample, we inject faults into the feature
extraction and the RBF network computation according to the model described
in Section 4.
The gradient of RBF network parameters is computed using the faulty values
of the features, RBF network parameters, wiring structure, and hidden unit
outputs. The RBF network then slowly learns to tolerate computation errors.
During RBF network training noise is injected to centroids and square
widths, and broken wire faults are injected. Existing research indicates that
injection of noise into hidden node outputs and wire weights during training
may not improve fault tolerance [21], however, during evaluation this allows
realistic evaluation of performance against nanoscale faults and for simplicity
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noise is also injected to hidden node outputs and wire weights during training. Mathematically, noise is injected by adding Gaussian perturbations to wire
weights and components as described in Section 4. Displaced wire faults are
also injected during training. The results in the experiments of Section 5 show
that this approach performs well.
When centers and widths of a RBF network are trained using gradient descent, the RBF network may converge to a local minimum. In the experiments
Section 5, where the RBF network was also compared to a support vector machine classifier, there were no convergence problems. We suspect the good convergence may be caused by the initialization procedure of the RBF network
parameters.
Since the RBF network performs binary classification, after the training it
is possible to trade off the rates of true positives vs. true negatives (channels
correctly classified as occupied vs. channels correctly classified as free), simply
by changing the classification threshold until the desired tradeoff is achieved on
the training set. In the experiments we used this method to fix the true negative
rate at 95%.
5. Experiments
We first ran four experiments; in each, one fault type (feature extraction
noise, feature extraction structural faults, RBF network noise, or RBF network
structural faults) is studied at several fault levels, while holding the other fault
types at the default level 1. The “fault level” is used to multiply standard
deviations of thermal noise and to multiply probabilities of structural faults;
level 1 means the expected faults described in Section 4. Structural faults were
studied at fault levels 0.2, 1, 3, 10, and 20 and noise at fault levels 0.2, 0.5, 1,
1.5, and 3. As a special case, we also ran the level “All 0” meaning no faults of
any type.
Since the computation in all radio channels is similar, for simplicity we ran
the experiments for a single channel. We used the simulator of [20] to generate
IEEE 802.11a as our input signal, using 16-Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
and a convolutional code rate of 1/2, with 24Mbps throughput.2
Each signal was sampled for 1ms. For each signal sample a packet length
of 40 bytes was chosen with probability 0.4, 1500 bytes with probability 0.2,
and a value between 40 and 1500 bytes uniformly with probability 0.4. This
is in agreement with the Internet packet length observations in [41]. We used
AWGN noise with a fixed volume, and for each signal sample a signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) between −25dB and 10dB was chosen. For simplicity, multipath
effects were not simulated. For each fault level combination, we generated in
total 6300 samples containing a signal and 6300 containing only noise.
2 The system performance is not limited to this choice of data: we also tried randomly
selected code rates and modulations for each packet, with similar results.
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Table 1: Average test-set classification success rate (in percentages) of noise samples, for levels
of noise and structural faults (fault scale multipliers). ‘Overall’ and ‘Structural variability’
refer to experiments in Section 5.1.

Fault type
RBF network
Feature extraction
Overall
Structural variability

All 0
93.6
93.6
93.6
-

Fault type
RBF network
Feature extraction
Overall
Structural variability

All 0
93.6
93.6
93.6
-

Noise fault level
0.2
0.5
1
1.5
94.1 94.6 94.7 94.7
95.1 94.2 94.7 94.3
94.6 93.8 94.7 94.8
94.6 94.2 94.5 94.7
Structural fault level
0.2
1
3
10
94.9 94.7 94.8 94.9
94.6 94.7 94.7 94.3
94.7 94.7 94.8 95.1
94.9 94.5 94.9 94.4

3
95.3
94.1
95.0
94.8
20
95.2
94.2
94.6
95.4

We used four-fold cross-validation: in each fold, 3/4 of the data set was used
for training and 1/4 for testing the system. We report average results over the
4 folds. For each fault level combination, the RBF network was trained for 400
iterations over the training set, with learning rate 0.001, and then tested with
the test set. We used the training method in Section 4.1; the same fault levels
were used for injecting faults in both training and testing.
Fig. 6 shows average classification success rates, for samples containing signals (occupied channel) as a function of SNR. Subfigure (a) shows results for
feature extraction noise levels, (b) for feature extraction structural fault levels,
(c) for RBF network noise levels and (d) for RBF network structural fault levels.
Results without faults (the “All 0” level) are shown as an upper bound.
Note that we fixed the true negative rate (classification success rate on free
channels, i.e., samples containing only noise) to 95% on the training sets as
described in Section 4.1. The corresponding rates on test sets are very similar
over all experiments, ranging from 93.6% to 95.4%; the precise numbers are
given in Table 1 for completeness.
The system classifies signal and noise samples well at the expected fault level.
Training and test performances were similar, suggesting our data set was large
enough to draw conclusions about the system. Small increases or large decreases
to the expected fault level have no major performance impact. Thermal noise
seems to have a larger effect on signal classification than structural faults. Even
at the highest level of structural faults, where fault probability is 20 times as
high as at the expected fault level, the performance of the system does not
degrade noticeably.
Thermal noise in the RBF network seems to have a larger effect on signal
classification than thermal noise in the feature extraction circuit; this may be
because signal voltage is lowest when it reaches the RBF network. Structural
faults also seem to have a somewhat larger effect in the RBF network than in
the feature extraction; a potential reason is that the RBF network has fewer
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(b) Effect of feature extraction structural fault levels
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Figure 6: Effect of faults on test-set classification performance. Signal classification success
rate is shown as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Each line denotes the system
having a particular fault level for a specific fault type. The multipliers in the legends show
the fault level for the specific fault type—see the text for details. Other kinds of faults are
kept at the default levels. “All 0” is an upper bound denoting no faults of any kind.

wires than the feature extraction circuit, which can make the RBF network
computation more vulnerable to individual structural faults.
5.1. Overall effect of structural and noise faults, and variability across devices
We ran two additional experiments studying the overall effect of structural
and noise faults in the system. In the first experiment, structural faults were
held at the expected level for both the RBF network and the feature extraction,
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and the effect of noise was studied at fault levels 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 3, affecting
both the RBF network and the feature extraction. In the second experiment
the noise was held at the expected fault levels and structural faults were varied
at levels 0.2, 1, 3, 10, and 20. Fig. 7 shows performances as a function of SNR,
for the different overall fault levels; results without faults (the “All 0” level) are
again shown as an upper bound. The effect of fault levels is larger than in Fig.
6 since here they affect both the feature extraction and the RBF network. The
system again performs well.
The previous figures show average performance across different individual
instances of faults. During actual device operation noise fault instances are
temporary, occuring continuously, but structural faults can be permanent. It is
therefore interesting to see how the performance varies across individual devices
with permanent structural faults. We next tested the variability of the system
performance over different structural fault instances, for a manually selected
subset of SNR values.
Technically, we tested the variability separately in each cross-validation fold
of the above experiments, then averaged the results. In each fold, we took the
trained RBF network parameters, and for each selected combination of fault
levels and SNR, we generated 40 structural fault instances, and generated 50
signal samples and 50 noise samples for each instance to measure its classification
success rate. We computed the 2nd quantile, median and the 3rd quantile of
the classification success rates over the instances; we then averaged the median
and quantiles over the cross-validation folds.
The results are shown in subfigures (c) and (d) of Fig. 7. Subfigure (d) shows
that the structural variability is high for very high structural fault levels (10,
20). This suggests that for these fault levels, structural fault combinations start
to appear that affect system operation especially much. On the other hand,
in subfigure (c) the structural variability seems to diminish slightly when the
thermal noise fault level increases; this may be because the high thermal noise
becomes the main influence on system performance. Overall, although there
is variability across individual structural fault instances (individual devices),
the performance is good enough that building cognitive radios by the proposed
approach is feasible.
Side note: performance with highest SNRs and high RBF network fault levels.
In Fig. 6 subfigures (c) and (d) and in Fig. 7 subfigures (a) and (b), for
the highest fault levels the classification performance drops somewhat for the
highest SNRs. It turned out that the computation on high-SNR samples is
more vulnerable to faults, due to the RBF training method. We used standard
gradient-based training, plus injection of faults. The training assigned only
few RBF centers to respond to the high-SNR samples; this made the system
vulnerable to faults in those centers. Additionally, as the desired output for
occupied channels was set to +1, the system did not seek redundancy that
would have yielded higher outputs for high-SNR samples. These effects are an
example of how properties of nanoscale computation affect design and training
of nanocomputing devices. For our device, several remedies for the above effects
exist, for example one can simply add more RBF centers, or make individual
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(b) Effect of overall structural fault levels
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(d) Effect of overall structural fault levels: structural variability

Figure 7: Effect of overall faults on test-set classification performance. Top: Signal classification success rate is shown as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In subfigure
(a) each line denotes the system having a particular fault level for noise (multipliers in the
legend), and structural faults are kept at the default level. Conversely, in subfigure (b) the
system is studied at different structural fault levels (multipliers in the legend) and noise is kept
at the default fault level. “All 0” is an upper bound denoting no faults of any kind. Bottom:
Structural variability of the performance (variability over individual devices having individual
structural faults). Subfigures (c) and (d) show the median of the average classification success
rate over individual structural faults; the bottom and top of the error bars show the 2nd and
3rd quantile respectively.

centers more expressive (say by allowing full diagonal covariances). However,
note that the effects only occurred for the highest fault levels; for more moderate
levels, the methods used in this paper already suffice to give consistently good
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performance.
5.2. Effect of feature extraction and classification method choices
In this subsection the proposed feature extraction method without normalization is compared to feature extraction methods found in the literature that
use normalization [15, 4], with respect to classification performance and tolerance to nanoscale faults. In addition, the fault free signal classification performance of the proposed system is compared to the performance of the system
proposed in [4]. Also, the fault free signal classification performance of the
proposed RBFn classifier is compared with a SVM classifier.
In Section 3.1 we motivated that leaving out spectral correlation normalization in feature extraction will improve system performance and fault tolerance.
We show this by brief experimental comparisons to two feature extraction alternatives [15, 4], which we discuss next.
In the first alternative, a normalized α-profile is used, which consists of
maximal absolute spectral coherences
|Sxα (f )|
max p 0
f
Sx (f − α2 )Sx0 (f + α2 )

(3)

for each cyclic frequency α. In [15] these normalized features are used as input
to a neural network and in [24] as part of input feature calculation for a hidden
Markov model. The method in (3) could be implemented in nanoscale by adding
an additional normalization node in Fig. 3 (right) before the max operation with
inputs |Sxα (f )|, |Sx0 (f − α2 )|, and |Sx0 (f + α2 )|.
It would be possible to implement such normalization in the wiring diagrams
of Figure 3 (details omitted for brevity); however, such normalization would be
problematic in our nanoscale system. When the feature extraction system is
implemented in a nanoscale circuit, as discussed in Section 3.2, it may have
broken wires and there will be thermal noise during operation. In simulations
we found that if normalization is included in the implementation, the broken
wires and noise can cause very small or zero valued denominators in the division
operation of (3). The maximum operation could then pick the resulting faulty
values as the final feature value. Many of the extracted features can thus saturate at faulty high values, especially when hardware faults are common. Also, as
discussed in Appendix A spectral correlations Sx0 (f ) used in the normalization
of (4) and (3) contain too much noise.
To test the effect of spectral coherence normalization we ran experiments
with a system implementing the normalization in (3), for the expected fault
level “1” and without any faults (denoted “All 0”). We compared that system
to the one without normalization which we used in our other experiments. To
make a fair comparison, we assumed the normalization included a simple limiter,
so that zero denominators or results exceeding valid α-profile values would be
set to zero. Results with and without normalization are shown in Fig. 8; leaving
out the normalization clearly improves performance, which confirms our design
choice was beneficial.
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In the second feature extraction alternative, a truncated normalized version
maxf |Sxα (f )|
maxf |Sx0 (f )|

(4)

of (2) is used [4]. In [4] such features are used as input to a SVM classifier; note
that this is not a nanoscale method and works as a benchmark of performance.
Since the SVM method is a non-nanoscale method, we will not attempt
to compare tolerance of nanoscale faults. Instead, we will make a benchmark
comparison of performance in the fault-free case, between our proposed RBFbased system and the SVM-based method of [4] including their normalization,
and the SVM-based method without normalization.
The system in [4] uses Equation (4) for computing input features from signal
data and a SVM for classifying the computed features. In [4] two signal types
and noise are classified, but the same system can be equally well applied to
binary classification. For the experiments the classical SVM [12] was trained and
tested on scaled fault free α-profiles using a Gaussian kernel with the software
available at [10]. The SVM constants were obtained using a grid search [10].
The true negative rate was fixed at 95% as in all the experiments. Fig. 9 shows
the results for our fault free proposed system denoted “RBFn (without norm.)”
and for the system in [4] (denoted “SVM (Bixio norm.)”). The proposed system
performs better than the system in [4].
Lastly, we note that although we have used a standard training approach
for the RBF network in our system (minimizing a squared error cost function),
we could have used SVM-based training: we could have trained an SVM classifier with our extracted features. Its support vectors could have been used as
radial centers and its weight vector as the output layer weights; in other words,
the trained SVM could have been implemented as an RBF network. Fig. 9
shows also the performance of the proposed system, when the RBFn classifier
is trained by a SVM (denoted “SVM (without norm.)”) instead of using the
proposed RBFn training method (denoted “RBFn (without norm.)”). The two
methods perform equally well, although each RBFn trained by a SVM uses over
3000 neurons and the proposed RBF network only 30 neurons. One reason for
the good RBFn performance may be that the RBFn training method trains
the individual neuron widths, but in the SVM training method the widths are
uniform.
In summary, for our application, the RBFn approach provides equal performance with less resources than an SVM, and our decision to leave out normalization both simplifies our system and yields better performance than two
existing normalization approaches.
6. Conclusions
We presented an abstract level implementation of cognitive radio, based on
a nanocomputing implementation of a machine learning algorithm for feature
extraction and classification. In extensive experiments, the system recognized
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(a) Effect of design choices
Figure 8: Effect of our design choice on test-set performance. Signal classification success rate
is shown as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), with and without spectral coherence
normalization. The effect of the normalization is tested with the expected fault level (denoted
“1”) and with no faults of any kind (denoted “All 0”). Our choice to leave out normalization
improves results.
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(a) Method comparison
Figure 9: Effect of the choice of feature extraction and classification methods on fault free
test-set performance. Signal classification success rate is shown as a function of the signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Results are shown for the proposed system “RBFn (without norm.)”, for a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier “SVM (without norm.)”, and for the classifier system
proposed in [4] by Bixio et al. “SVM (Bixio norm.)”. 1) Our proposed system performs better
than the method proposed in [4]. 2) In this task the RBFn classifier performs equally well
compared to a SVM.

wireless LAN signals well under several levels of input noise and computational
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errors. To our knowledge our paper is the first with results on a nanoscale
implementation proposal for cognitive radio. Future work includes physical experiments to verify our choices and extending the architecture to other machine
learning applications.
Appendix A. Normalization noise
The spectral correlation normalization terms Sx0 (f ) used in [15, 4] to produce
summary features from spectral correlation functions are vulnerable to noise in
the radio signals and in case of nanoscale frequency sensors also to noise in the
sensors.
Spectral correlations are between different frequencies whose noises may partially cancel each other, but the normalization terms Sx0 (f ) measure signal power
for which such canceling does not happen. Assuming additive Gaussian noise in
the signal, then the Fourier transform of the signal at frequency f has additive
Gaussian noise N (f ) ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) and the Fourier transform of the received signal is X(f ) = X̂(f ) + N (f ), where X̂(f ) is the Fourier transform of the original
signal. The spectral correlation function is then
Sxα (f )

=

T −1
α ∗
α  (k) 
1 X (k) 
f−
X
f+
X
T
2
2
k=0

=

1
T

T
−1h
X


α ∗
α  (k) 
f−
X̂
+
X̂ (k) f +
2
2
k=0

α
α ∗ (k) 
f+
+
N
X̂ (k) f −
2
2




∗
α
α
X̂ (k) f +
+
N (k) f −
2
2



i

α ∗
α
N (k) f −
.
N (k) f +
2
2

For α 6= 0 the averaging over T terms cancels noise effectively in case the
instantenous noise on different frequencies is not strongly correlated, but the
∗
normalization term Sx0 (f ) contains noise components N (k) (f ) N (k) (f ) and no
canceling of noise occurs.
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